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Did you know that a dogs sense of smell can be more than 1 million times stronger than ours? Or that pugs
are prone to catching colds because of their super short noses? Join Bingo and Rolly on a barktastic mission
and learn fun facts like these along the way This reader with related facts comes with stickers and a quiz at

the end of the book.

Puppy Dog Pals Mission Fun By Disney Book Group Illustrated By Disney Storybook Art Team Premise
Entertainment. Join them as they head to the dog park visit a friendly farm hang pup at the beach and hit the
town Packed with. Pups on Parade When a balloon on Bobs Playcare Parade float goes missing just before the
annual Fall Parade starts Bingo and Rolly go on a mission to find it. Musical Mission Mishap is the second

segment ofthe 7th episodein season 4 of Puppy Dog Pals.It is paired with My Bobby Valentine.

Disney Mission

The pups motto is life is always more exciting with your best friends by your side. the pugs go on a mission
to Hawaii. 900 AM DISNEY V702 Pups on Parade Pops Promise. A Pyramid Scheme Free Whaley Hissys

Big Day Captain Rolly Close Encounters of a Pug Kind Bright Lights. Buy a discounted Paperback of Puppy
Dog Pals. Characters Main. Bingo Rolly Keia and Lollie are joined by two new puppies Mo and Auggie on
their Puppy Playcare adventures The Pugs and the crew head out on a mission to make sure two new puppies
have fun at Playcare When an airline loses Dr. Bingo Rolly and Boss Guard the golf course for the night. a

robotic dog programmed to clean up their messes.
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